A Hypothetical Study on Immunogenic Expression of Novel Corona Vaccines
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Abstract
Boosted therapy of immunization against SARS-CoV2 has already been certified to progress for humans all around the world. After having a long breakthrough of a pandemic, the physiological response of human cells is now presenting as omnipotent characters for their autoimmune criteria against a viral antigen, types, sub-types, strains, and modified strains. The molecular genesis is migrated and conducts with a different pattern of doses but specified in the same dosed to administer by injected protein derivatives. The viral epitopes and their surface protein are concerned with the activation of monoclonal antibodies by the artificial secondary immune response. The artificial immunogenetic is explored by analytical research of several trials of virologists from mid-August to December 2020. The ethical confirmation of molecular phenomena of antigen-antibody interaction works in the same module and different manufacturing identity against SARS-CoV2. The accuracy of antigen-antibody titer is determined on the efficacy margin of an implemented vaccine in a mass population formulating the reports and outcomes on boosted series of injections. In these circumstances, the conceptual models are required to study the SARS-CoV2 prone regions framed on the statistical alignment of the affected population during the pandemic.

Introduction
The immunization therapy depends on the immunogenetics of inserted protein derivatives for producing a secondary artificial immune response. The recommendations of the uses of the vaccines are recommended into two parts, following 100 micrograms 0.5ml for 1st dose than after 28 days [1]. This process can be alternate on molecular mimicry in plasma level to initiate the antigen-antibody interaction as implemented m RNA acted immune booster. The term "Vaccine development" is defined for SARS-Cov2 as RNA extracted immunogens at live or attenuated forms to initiate the secondary immune response in the body of the carrier host or patient following the evolutions of the three stages progressive reports [2]. The newly implemented version of surface antigen acts as a surfactant molecule to attract the protein covalent bonding for neutralization of specific recognition sites [3]. The SARS CoV 1 represented the migratory zoonosis to humans from birds underlying pneumocyte by
regenerating surfactant immunogen [10, 11, and 12]. The possibilities of artificial immunogenic molecules to act as a ligand for amino acid transference with the viral genome to trans-conduct on replicated codons [4]. The fundamentals of immunogenetics of novel corona vaccines are established on comprehensive trial with supportive effects in human cells to make the viral epitopes non-responsive [5]. Natural proteins in our body system are generally more immunogenic to evoke an immune response. Their structure is more complex to play a role for having several epitopes or antigenic determinants [6]. So immunogenesis of “Novel Corona Vaccines” is furnished with hypothetical studies by the diagrammatic models to follow up a present and upcoming scenario in a mass population [8]. As an example, the narration on immunization dosing for the unvaccinated population is recommended by Moderna (mRNA 1273) following 28 days intervals whereas Pfizer follows 21 days intervals. The present scenario of Latin America, USA, Africa, Europe, Asia, and Scandinavian countries are in a series of chronological roles to be the better from previous pandemic affection rate [7,9]. The innate immunity takes the part to migrate on protective immunity after have had the adaptation following antibodies regeneration, reforming, and immunogenetics for next interval durations.

Objective 1: Featured on Vaccine Strategy
Objective 2: Screening on Application
Objective 3: Immunogenic outcomes

Materials and Methods

Objective 1
The development of effective antibody-dependent artificial viral protein or epitopes is characterized as autogenously immunogenic to its patient body defense. The emerging challenges of the epidemic can be prohibited by developing monoclonal antibody defense mechanisms by the initiation of secondary lymphocytic responses. So the identification of serotypes challenges should provide from the immune system of covid affected or resistant patients. Medicinal interaction should be follow up and drug sensitivity also should be profiled before the immunogenic responses of vaccines, otherwise, a molecular ligand of protein-protein interaction may lead the autoimmune disease in the host body. For the aged populations that are suffering from pulmonary obstructive or restrictive defect, the immunization will develop in slow response due to vehicles as adjuvants or chemosynthetic protein, profiling plasma therapy, antiviral drugs, and antibiotic therapy as prescribed for treatment in pandemic time.

Objective 2
The post scenario effects are synchronized in an immune level to follow up the application of immunization. The basic concept is based on immunized artificial initiation of plasma protein as antibodies by the biosynthetic process to implement. The vaccine technologies are developed on different protocols from different countries but aim in same objective and analytical studies of infectious virulent SARS CoV proteins. The methodology is developed on screening of surface antigenic virulent part, spike proteins, and potency of human immunoglobulins from infected and non-infected serum. The countries of high technology-
based took the part in monitoring, trials then finalized the immunogenetic diagram of covid vaccines by screening on volunteers.

**Figure 1:** Immunogenesis module of the Novel Corona Vaccines following a diagrammatic model.

**Objective 3**

Million of the populations are hoping to receive a vaccination against the covid. Most of them are ambivalent to fear possible side effects of this immunizing procedure. The new development of the m RNA vaccine is different from the weakened or killed vaccines containing the blueprint for a component of covid 19. Mild affections are responsible to occur minor side effects as transporters introduce the surface protein of SARS-CoV2, the spike protein, and thereby trigger the immune response for mass immunization.
Results and Discussion

Monoclonal antibodies play the primary goal to develop the autoimmune response of a natural host and hold the way for vaccine development against covid infection. The administration of an immunogenic product is variants with mutations, types, and subtypes in different molecular species. It may be thought that the immunogenetics of novel corona vaccines is possible as utilizing its pure strains of specific or non-specific on genetically engineered for human trials. The manufactured versions of different countries furnished the surface protein from spike antigen under the modern conditions of concentration and purification after their successive trials and reports. The efficacy reports come out with 95 to 99% successive roles to play out all over the world for a sound vaccination for all. The immunoglobulin molecule contains structural features that make it a powerful tool as extremely high specificity and binding affinity for the target molecule in low toxicity. Several approaches have been used to resist SARS-CoV 2 virus targeting the monoclonal antibodies as a ligand and along with a receptor of anti-epi-pleural growth factor for the cell surface antigen. The putative combination of underlining mechanisms of antibody strategy is for determining the signal of pathways to the induction of apoptosis. Another approach attempts to harness the cellular immune response with cytotoxic T cells, for utilization of synthetic proteins of the virus.

The development of novel adjuvant and advancements in the elucidation of basic mechanisms of adaptive immunity should be clarified on their cost-effectiveness before trials.
Figure 3: The activation of artificial immunogens against SARS-CoV2 virus after initiation in host immune systems. Clinical evidence is diagrammed for the antibodies achieving the limited tumor activity as mono-therapy played a role significantly more efficacious than single agents combined with chemotherapy. The use of these protein agents as antibodies for vaccinated cancer patients will include optimized the hyper-immune, non-functional activities of primary and secondary immune responses. The combination of chemotherapy and immunotherapy regimens as well as monoclonal antibodies conjugated to cytotoxic molecules and radionuclides.

Figure 4: Low integrity of antigen-antibody interaction due to mutagenic response in cancer patients after vaccination.
But lack of effective adjuvant and basic knowledge on the immune response has hindered progress in the development of toxin-derived vaccines. The asymptomatic dysfunction of immunization may develop to the patient of HSV positive, diabetes type2, Liver cirrhosis, and auto-immune disorders. These issues must be addressed as the industry continues to grow globally. Exciting opportunities exist for the rapid development of covid vaccines in the future, with continued reduction in the cost of technologies prolonged with whole-genome sequencing, regulations changing of DNA vaccines against new strains, monitoring the introduction of novel antigen expression and delivery systems acted for virus-like particles (VLPs).

Conclusion
Vaccination to prevent pandemics is monitored routinely in a limited capacity due to shortage of supply and high cost to low-income countries. The impact of COVID-19 vaccines on the pandemic will depend on several factors. These include factors such as the effectiveness of the vaccines; how quickly they are approved, manufactured, and delivered; and how many people get vaccinated. This comprises the impressive progress in novel vaccine development over the last two decades. The biotechnological efforts were decorated and well planned to prepare killed, peptide, subunit, recombinant protein, DNA and live attenuated vaccine for the world populations. The new challenge will lead the future world population to exist as the majorities of available commercial vaccines for human body defense as a protective shield.
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